
Exzenterpolierer
Flex XFE 7-15 150

page 1 of 1The Flex XFE 7-15 150 is an eccentric polishing machine for the professional vehicle
refurbisher or painter. The polisher has a power of 420 watts and a polishing stroke of
15mm, which ensures a high efficiency. The eccentric polisher is ideal for working on
temperature-sensitive paints, as this machine allows you to work with low heat on the
surface.For this Flex uses the VR microprocessor electronics. This means: constant speed
control by means of a tachogenerator, soft start, throttle switch, restart interlock after power
failure, overload protection, temperature monitoring and speed preselection. The free-
running drive ensures excellent working in the hologram-free finishing area with the Flex
XFE 7-15 150. The ergonomic and flexible grip options through the optimally placed
SoftGrip surfaces let the device fit perfectly in the hand. 

Further advantages & information: 
- Throttle switch for a slow and sensitive start and lock for continuous operation. 
- Damped special Velcro pad for polishing+ High running smoothness due to balancing
compound 
- Optimized airflow for best possible cooling effect of motor and gearbox. No disturbing
exhaust air for the user 
- Flat gear head reduces the difference to the surface. This allows to guide the machine
safely in any position 
- Weight: 2,4 Kg 
- Cable length 4m 
- Polishing discs: 125mm & 150mm - special velcro

Areas of use
The polishing machine is designed for use in vehicle preparation, paint shops, industry and
trade, for all types of polishing work with polishing sponges or lambskin pads, for sanding
work with Velcro sandpaper, for work on temperature-sensitive paints, for hologram-free
work in the finishing area. 
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Notice
This product information can advice you only without obligation. Liability on our part can not
be derived.Please check whether the product is suitable for your application. We will be
pleased to assist you.
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